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HIGHLIGHT I

FORTHESEA

REBUILDING FISH STOCKS
IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH

PROJECT GOALS
Marine Resources
Management
With the ultimate goal of rebuilding
wild fish stocks, we aim to deepen
our
understanding
of
fish
recruitment dynamics (baby fish
production) around the island.

Fishermen Engagement
We want to involve the fisherfolk
community
to
increase
its
acceptance and ownership of the
project and foster its support of
future fishery-related management
interventions.

DATA COLLECTION
Despite the challenges presented by the ongoing quarantine rules
(lockdown) and the stormy weather, we are happy to have made
encouraging progress.
It 'only' took 6 months to obtain the yearly research permit for the Ecocean
Post-Larvae Research. We finally secured it in August, and started our first
month of data collection in September.
Four fishermen go in turns 9 nights each month to deploy post-larvae fish
nets (CAREs) and retrieve them in the morning. Our team then counts and
identifies the fish caught. Once this is done, the baby fish get back to the
sea unharmed!
Early results are positive - they show a healthy abundance and diversity of
species around the island.
Perhaps most heartening of all, the level of interest and engagement from
the fishermen and their community. This is a long term project, and it will
only be successful with the strong support of the fisherfolk.
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FORTHEPEOPLE
HIGHLIGHT II
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CAN'T STOP... WON'T STOP

CROWD-FUNDING CAMPAIGN
As the COVID pandemic started to take hold in March this year, our volunteer operations had to be suspended.
Despite having to revisit our operations (no volunteers means less help on site and less funding!), we could not let
our work with the communities of Malapascua come to a halt. It was essential that our team on-site could continue
their work.
CANT STOP... WONT STOP!
In an effort to source the funding we needed to continue, we took launched a crowdfunding campaign. A quick (but
special) mention here should go to Rita Dias who volunteered her expertise in digital communications to make the
campaign a success. Her drive, dedication and expertise were invaluable! A perfect example of how volunteers
make a difference.
INCREDIBLE RESPONSE!
It was a difficult decision to make, we always were keen on being financially self-sufficient. We also were aware that
these were uncertain times for everyone. But the response we received was immense! The final total raised was
over €15000! We were truly overwhelmed by your support, and are very grateful to all those who show such faith in
the work we do.
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CAN'T STOP WON'T STOP

HIGHLIGHT II

CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN

FUND RAISING
CHALLENGES
To spice up the crowdfunding effort, Ian, our
moutain-addict executive director, and Seb,
PepSea family loved member, decided to
prove their dedication to PepSea through
'small' sport challenges!

THE RUN
24 HOURS

THE RIDE
48 HOURS

8 km
every 4 hours

370 km from
Nantes to Brest

Best memory
running a short lap
with Charline

Best memory
meeting lovely
strangers
on the way

Worst memory
head to head
meeting with a wild
boar at 3am!

Worst memory
his bum!!!
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Malapascua food relief distribution
FORTHEPEOPLE

As the COVID-19 pandemic tightened its grip, the driving force behind Malapascuas economy tourism - all but disappeared overnight. Needless to say, the knock on consequences of this have
been hard for many families within the local community.
People and the Sea partnered the Malapascua Business Association during these trying times by
organising food assistance to the most vulnerable families of Malapascua. There were 130
beneficiary families spread across all villages of the island.
This programme intended to focus on those households who were most in need of assistance;
families that had not received financial support from a social welfare services programme, COVIDrelated financial support or other private assistance. Each food pack contained rice, lentils, eggs,
fresh fish, vegetable seeds and sacks.
In an effort to support the fisherfolk community of the island, all the fish for the distribution packs was
sourced from local fisherman, on the condition that it had been caught using 'long-line' methods - a
sustainable local fishing practice.
Sadly, funding constraints have limited our ability to continue distributing these relief packages. Also,
the harsh reality of this action is that it only provided temporary relief, which made us all the more
committed to empower these families with independent livelihoods and ways of life.

WASTE SEGREGATION

IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH
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FORTHEPEOPLE

Comsca Savings Clubs Grow
In 2019, we began a partnership with World Vision International –
Philippines and launched the Community - Managed Savings
and Credit Associations (CoMSCA). CoMSCA is a savings scheme
which aims to empower vulnerable families and teach them
financial literacy.

IN PARTNERSHIP
WITH

In a disadvantaged community, where people live by what they can only afford day by day, families
are oftentimes held back by poor control of their finances. This lack of control is further amplified due
to ignorance of saving practices and the absence of services like banks and financial organisations in
the area.
Mattie, a PepSea staff and local of Malapascua said; “CoMSCA became an emergency resource for my
family’s food and basic needs when we don’t have enough. Using my savings, I was able to repair our boat
which my husband uses to go fishing. After a year, I became more mindful of how I manage my finances and
eventually enrolled for a health insurance as well as invest on other finance generating platforms.”

330,300

PHILIPPINE PESOS SAVED
BY 47 ACTIVE MEMBERS

As of the moment, we have established three
CoMSCA groups in the island with 47 active
members.
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PEPSEA FAMILY NEWS
SOME FAREWELLS...
ROBERTA
Roberta joined the PepSea team in April of 2019 as Field
Scientist. She was responsible for introducing the incredible
world of marine creatures and the ocean to our volunteers.
Rob finished her time with People and the Sea in April of
2020 - shortly after the start of the pandemic. She remained in
the island during quarantine and left on the 5th of June
making her our last foreign staff member to leave the island.
Her lectures were renowned for being fun, informative and
entertaining. At some points, it seemed like she wouldn’t stop
talking about how amazing sea creatures are! Argubaly one of
the most enthusiastic members of the team, she is currently
enjoying all things Italian back at home! We will surely miss
her funny comments during the afternoon debrief, her exciting
lectures, her passionate babbling and her spot-on sense of
humor! Not to mention the best iced-coffee we ever tried!

CHRISTEL
"It is always good to start them young". This phrase has been
heard a lot of times when we talk about teaching children.
This is the whole idea of our Environmental Education
Program. If we want to the next generation to take the lead on
valuing and protecting the environment, we should educate
them from an early age.
This was what Christel, our Education Officer was responsible
for when she joined PepSea in 2018. She led our
environmental education programme, showing our young
generations how amazing our environment is whilst guiding
them on what they need to do to protect it. Christel's quiet
temper did wonders when managing 70 over-energetic kids
during the summer camps!
We surely will miss your passionate teaching and fun
activities both inside and outside the classroom. On the other
hand, we are excited for you to be able to spend more time
with your daughter and explore more opportunities!
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FORTHEPEOPLE

SPENDING TIME TOGETHER WITH COVID
So many of us have been forced to take our lives, work and social interactions online, and it has been
no different for the PepSea family. But as strange as we may find this transition, it has arguably been
more important that ever to make sure we stay in touch with each other.
In June we hosted an online reunion to pass on the latest news and achievements of the previous
months, as well as giving some of our past volunteers the chance to catch up with the team on site! It
was great to have so many of 'together' in one place! Definitely something we will be doing again!
August saw us mark the fifth year of operations for People and the Sea - a milestone we are very
proud of! While we were not able to celebrate in the way we would have hoped, the team on
Malapascua still managed to organise a small (socially distanced!) get-together to remember the
occasion. We'll be sure to make more of a party for the six year anniversary!

S
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COVID IMPACT
ON FISHERIES

FORTHESEA

Fishing in the Philippines is more than an
industry - it is a way of life. COVID19 has had a
huge impact on the fisheries sector, especially
in the island of Malapascua. Since most
businesses were forced to close, the demand
for fish has been severely reduced - and with
that, the income of the local fisherfolk who relied
on this income for their livelihood.
A knock-on effect of the pandemic is an increase
in 'subsistence level' fishing activity as many
people, usually employed in the local tourism
sector, have been forced to turn to fishing to
ensure they could feed their families.

562

FISHERMEN
REGISTERED

Witnessing these challenges, the importance of
our fisheries programme became even more
evident. People and the Sea has continued to
assist with the registration of local fisherfolk with
the relevant government agencies, for them to
be able to claim government assistance.
562 fishermen and fisheries sector workers were
registered during a 5-day long event held in the
island. This figure confirms that the local
government needs to give a reasonable priority
to the island’s fisheries sector.
These registrations, coupled with the data we
collect during our ongoing fish-catch monitoring
programme, will serve as basis for the
application for government funded services and
grants that can be made available to these
fishing communities.
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LIFE UNDER LOCKDOWN
MALAPASCUA IN A COVID-19 WORLD
As in many countries around the world, a commonly adopted response by national
governments was to impose a system of ‘lockdown’, designed to halt the spread of the virus by
limiting social interactions.
In the Philippines, a five tiered system of quarantine restrictions were established, with varying
degrees of impact on daily life. For Malapasuca, these quarantine posed a lot of challenges on
travel, business operations, and even the usual daily activities of the community. For all intents
and purposes, tourism activities were essentially suspended.
As the tourists that were on the island at the start of the imposition of quarantine moved on to
find their ways home, business establishments resorted to reducing their operating hours or
even closing their doors completely. All water activities, like swimming and diving, were not
allowed. Any large gatherings were also forbidden.
A curfew was later imposed with only one person per household allowed to leave their house to
buy daily essentials. The once lively streets became empty.
Travel to and from the island also became restricted. The delivery of basic needs became
difficult. Many families on the island were forced to rely on relief goods and financial assistance
given by the government and the private sector.

X
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LIFE UNDER LOCKDOWN - 2

REFOCUSING OUR EFFORTS DURING THE PANDEMIC
People and the Sea operations were
obviously affected by this crisis. We had
to stop marine activities (it was forbidden
to go in the water), our education
programme (schools were closed, and all
kids had to be house quarantined) and
gatherings are also not allowed.

projects, as they mean increased food
security for families. We were able to
distribute seeds to a total of 150 more
families and supported them in planting
their gardens. We now observe a
noticeable change in the northern part of
the island.

But this crisis has also made us realise
that the core of our activities can't be
stopped. Despite the lock-down, and
applying
all
government
required
quarantine protocols, our team continued
supporting the community in any possible
way.

We worked harder on implementing
savings clubs, as they are supporting
families in planning and managing their
cash, as well as give them the opportunity
to borrow from each other when really in
need. And we also maintained sociallydistanced clean-ups - there is no plastic
lock-down in the sea!!

Fish catch data collection was maintained
and we doubled our efforts on the green

The pandemic is showing us how the support systems we built are
supporting the community and how efficient they are. It made us
realise our work has never mattered more and everyone at People
and the Sea is more committed than ever, for the people and for the
sea.
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CURRENT COVID STATUS

THE SITUATION ON MALAPASCUA RIGHT NOW...
OPEN FOR
TOURISM...
As we write this it is only two weeks until
the New Year. Approaching the holiday
season,
Malapascua
remains
under
'Modified General Community Quarantine' this is one step away from some sort of
return to pre-pandemic life, and so we are
hopeful that an end is in sight.
Furthermore, in a positive move early this
month, the island was officially 'reopened'
to tourism! Great news as this may be, it is
not everything it may sound. The reality
remains that this applies only to local,
Filipino, tourists. And while they may be
allowed to visit the island, traveling around
anywhere in the Philippines (even for
locals) does remain tightly controlled.

BUT BORDERS ARE
STILL CLOSED
Regarding the situation for foreign
nationals, little has changed. It remains
impossible for any foreign national to obtain
a VISA for entry into the Philippines essentially the Philippines are still
closed to foreign tourism. Sadly, at this
time, we have no reliable indication of when
this will change.
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FINANCING PEPSEA
While we trust it has been encouraging, happy news to learn that the work of PepSea
has continued during the pandemic, it would be wrong to assume that the situation
does not remain a precarious one for the organisation. The continued absence of
volunteer expeditions, and with no possible re-start on the horizon, leaves PepSea
without its primary source of finance.
You have all shown incredible drive and generosity during the crowdfunding
campaign, and the money received allowed for the team to function in 2020.
In 2021, we want to go back to full time operations, and re-instate all projects
that have been put on hold. We need our team to be complete, and working full
time, to be able to continue making a difference.

KEEN TO FUNDRAISE?

CORPORATE SPONSORS

The tool kit created by Rita during our
summer crowdfunding is still available.
Christmas 'presents with a purpose' is a
great tool to make sure you won't get
drowned under
short-lived plastic
'things'!

Our shiny new corporate presentation is
ready!!

FUNDRAISE ON
FACEBOOK!

Feel free to use it to share with companies
that want to have an impact!!

HELP US GET
COMPANY SPONSORS

VOLUNTEER ONLINE
You miss volunteering?
Join us Online!! We really need help in
the following positions:
- Fundraising
- Digital Marketing and Communication
- Accounting
- A writer!!!

VOLUNTEER@PEOPLEANDTHESEA.ORG
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Yuna Puech

HOPING TO SEE YOU IN 2021...!
GET IN TOUCH:
INFO@PEOPLEANDTHESEA.ORG
+63 (0)9778037648
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